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Description:-

Adventure and safari is a major part of tourism business. It includes different activities where the
traveler can engage themselves in exciting activities under supervision of experts. Generally,
tourism involves visiting renowned places and sites. There are guides appointed, who take a
group of travelers to certain places let them know about the place. Besides this, they take care of
their food and lodging also. However, adventure and safari are a different segment altogether. It
involves different exotic location where there I nothing much to see but traverse huge lengths of
land or water for an adrenalin drive. The Adventure and Safari market keeps in mind the
important factors that will attract more people to show interest in it than mere tourism.
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Development of technology and enhanced equipment to secure the safety of the travelers in the
trips is one of the important factors to assist Adventure and Safari market to compete with other
tourism markets. However there are other factors like interesting trade deals, growing economic
importance of certain exotic locations and increasing individual net worth are other growth
inducing factors that are expected to help the market grow.

Segmentation

Segmentation based on type application makes the foundation for Adventure and Safari market.
This provides a panoramic view of the current market and thus highlighting the areas needing
developments. This is extremely helpful for a better future of the market.

Based on the type, the segmentation of Adventure and Safari market includes different locations
where people can go on vacation. These places are island, popular region, and landscape. The
polar region generally involves mountaineering, which requires special training and survival
arrangements.

Based on the application, the segmentation of Adventure and Safari market include different
levels of packages available in the market. It ranges from beginner’s level to experts. These levels
are broadly Millennial, Generation X, Baby Boomers, and Others. There are other customized
packages but baby bloomers are basically for the beginners and the generation X for the
experts.
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Regional Market

The region-specific report is an important part of the market report of Adventure and Safari
market. It includes the prominent regions that provide the bulk revenue for the growth of
Adventure and Safari market in global standards. These regions are North America, South
America, and Europe, the Asia-pacific region and the Middle East and Africa.
Increasing facilities for such sports, inclusion of various manufacturers, strong promotional
activities, and other factors are some of the major aspects that can provide the North American
and European market substantial leverage. The US, the UK, France, Germany, and others are
expected to aid in such cases. 

In the APAC region, this growth can be witnessed in countries like China, Japan, Singapore,
Australia, Thailand, and India. Emerging countries from the region are expected to enhance
possibilities for the market. 

Market Players
Thomas Cook Group, Abercrombie & Kent Ltd, Cox & Kings Ltd, Scott Dunn, Backroads, Al Tayyar,
Travcoa, Zicasso, TUI Group, Tauck Butterfield & Robinson, and Micato Safaris are impacting the
market the most.
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